3 Reasons

TO START TRANSLATING NOW
If you already use our translation services, then you know that you never need to step foot in our
door—well maybe a virtual step!—to be one of our valued clients.
Not doing business in foreign languages yet? Don’t let your competition leave you in the dust!
Start your next translation project with Galindo Publicidad, Inc. today, and we will work with you
to :

1.

2.

3.

LOOK BEYOND A FLAT WORLD
(WELL, METAPHORICALLY).

DEVELOP MORE CONFIDENCE
WITH COMMUNICATION.

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.

*No matter the size of your
business--from a one-person start
up to a company that employs
thousands--we make it easy to
help you expand your market.

*Through our translation services,
you will be able to better
approach foreign speaking
communities and markets with
confidence.

*We want you successful and
happy. We want you writing us
notes like the ones we receive
from from dear clients. They
make our day!

*With the simple step (there’s
that step again!) of translating
your marketing, customer service,
legal, technical specifications
materials, etc., into one or many
languages.

*You wonder how to respond to
inquiries about your business in
other languages? No problem!
Signing a contract? Following up
after a sale? Providing additional
instructions? Updating a
handbook or a manual? We can
translate it for you.

“Galindo’s on-time delivery was
key in the meeting the aggressive
deadlines induced by global time
zone differences. Once again,
Galindo comes through with ontime quality translations.” M.
Rivera, Florida, USA

*Start with the Americas or
beyond; French, Spanish,
Portuguese, for example. We
translate to and from almost any
language in the world.

*And of course that includes
multimedia and social networking
platforms, too.

Think to yourself...

WHAT CAN TRANSLATION DO FOR MY COMPANY?
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CONNECT WITH US!

